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This article presents a case study of Japan’s security policy through the lens of the 
Japan Self Defense Force (JSDF)’s participation in multilateral joint exercises. The 
primary sources used mainly derive from official and unofficial Japanese government 
documents. Its purpose is to reveal a new tendency in Japan’s security policy and the 
military activities that underpin it: security “multinationalism” or “multilateralism.”  
During the cold war era, Japan’s government’s position was that Japanese participation 
in multilateral joint exercises with other militaries was banned by the constitution and 
would be avoided as government policy. Recently, however, the JSDF’s increased 
engagement in multilateral joint exercises has prompted the Japanese Ministry of 
Defense to develop four different typologies to categorize such exercises.  
In 2000, in its first explicit commitment to a multilateral joint exercise, the JSDF 
engaged in a “Type 2 (non-military cooperation)” exercise focused on the provision of 
humanitarian aid. At this time no political or legal reservations were raised, and the 
JSDF has since accumulated experience and developed its capabilities through 
participation in non-combat joint exercises within multilateral frameworks. In 2005, the 
JSDF also joined a “Type 3 (anti-proliferation actions)” PSI joint exercise. This was 
defined as a law-enforcement action but included military operations. The legal 
foundation for the “use of arms” (or the “use of force”) in PSI activities is vague, but at the 
time it was justified as “a mere exercise” and no controversy arose.  
Having successfully participated in PSI exercises, the JSDF then looked to begin 
genuine military (“Type 1”) exercises in multilateral frameworks from 2007. These 
developments culminated in 2009 with Japan’s engagement in “Type 4” exercises through 
the formation of a new regional cooperation body facilitated by the ARF.  
In consideration of these facts, this article concludes that the Japan’s government has 
incrementally, yet obviously, changed its position on multilateral joint exercises, albeit 
without any clear explanation on legal basis. This security “multinationalism” or 
“multilateralism” is nevertheless an emerging and distinctive tendency in Japan’s 
evolving security policy. 
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